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Do you really understand your customer base?

Does your customer acquisition & retention 
strategy align with your company’s intended 

customer outcomes?

What role should Technology & Data play in this? 
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The Digital Consumer



Consumers increasingly addicted to online….

5
Daily time spent with the internet per capita worldwide from 2011 to 2021



...driving growth in Digital Advertising
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2017 UK Online Survey



We are entering the Privacy age
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“Almost 70pc of active internet users said they were uncomfortable with 
targeted advertising and tracking data used by tech giants”



FinTech has consumed a lot of capital
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B2C business models are far from proven.
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In Pursuit of Growth
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FS outlook for the 2020s

Growth from a Low Base Digital Transformation continues 
to “eat” resource & money

Acquisition Cost & Loyalty 
centre stage
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Rising cost of customer acquisition

Customers are becoming more expensive to acquire and to keep
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Prioritising marketing budgets

A 2018 Gartner  study 
reported that marketing 
leaders planned to spend 
29% of their marketing 
budget on marketing 
technology (up from 22% in 
2017), making it the single 
largest area of investment 
for marketers, followed by 
labor, agencies and paid 
media. 
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An explosion in MarTech
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Data Gap continues to grow

A 79% Gap between Desire for Data and view that have comprehensive insights
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4 Digital Marketing 
Principles for the 2020s
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1) Understand your customers better
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2) Prioritise [Life] Context over [Product] Content 
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3) Try Coaching rather than Capturing

Better Engagement, More Insights

Cross-selling not Mis-selling

Building Brand value

Smarter Onboarding

Data Minimisation

5 Reasons why Coaching beats Capturing
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4) Make it Easy to Use
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Reimagining Pension 
engagement
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The Pension challenge (opportunity)

Generation X and their children and their children's 

children will have to take personal responsibility for 

their own retirement income.

Only 6% of UK adults use regulated advice and only 39% of 

UK adults trust financial advisers to act in the best interest 

of their clients.

We need to find a new way to engage people & support 

better retirement planning.
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Using life moments to engage & nurture customers

Pension 

consolidation

Financial 

Advice

Life 

Insurance

Equity 

Release 

Mortgage

Can I help my 

kids to buy a 

home?

What if I get 

divorced?

How am I going 

to deal with 

care?

What happens 

if I pass away
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FirstHomeCoach has helped over 90,000 first time buyers

FHC theory of change - helping people move on in life

Perceived Affordability

Ho
m
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ng
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Given Up 
Hope

Exploring

Steady 
Savers

Homebuyer 
Ready

Making home ownership
faster, cheaper, smarter

Robo Coaching

Robo Coaching
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Reimagining retirement engagement 

Which life moment can our 
digital coaches help you with?

I want to help 
my children 

move out

I am thinking 
of getting 
divorced

Our digital coaches empower you to take control 
of your financial situation. They are anonymous so 

you can work at a pace that suits you

Not Relevant to you. Tell us how we can help

Engage at the life moment level

Robo Coaching offering

Seamless customer journey

Personalised content, tools & tips

Harnessing Open Data

Better customer outcomes

Dynamic data insights

Marketplace opportunity

My Pension Summary

Based on what you told us about your 
employment history we have estimated 

your monthly pension income below 
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Life Moments vision and client proposition

Play life better
We empower people with

their data to help them
navigate key life moments.

A Robo-Coaching platform driving 
better customer outcomes, providing 

deep customer insights and 
improving business efficiency


